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Gubernatorial candidates Fred DuVal
and Doug Ducey both want higher
education to be more affordable and
more accessible for Arizona families. 

But for whoever is elected on Nov. 4,
the challenge will be the same: how to
accomplish that after sharp cuts in state
funding, high tuition increases and a
projected state budget deficit of a half-
billion dollars this fiscal year and up to

$1 billion in fiscal 2016. 
Against this backdrop, more

students than ever are enrolling in the
state’s university system, which is
made up of Arizona State University,
the University of Arizona and Northern
Arizona University. The three research
universities, their satellite campuses
and online programs are serving
143,700 students this fall, a 10 percent
increase over 2010. 

GOVERNOR’S RACE

Affordable higher education
a challenge for next governor
ANNE RYMAN
THE REPUBLIC i AZCENTRAL.COM

See ELECTION, Page A12

Jodi Arias shot her lover, Travis
Alexander, in the head, stabbed him
nearly 30 times and slit his throat.

A Maricopa County Superior Court
jury found her guilty of first-degree
murder on May 8, 2013, and then, at the
prosecutor’s suggestion, found she had
committed the murder in an especially
cruel manner, which qualified her for
the death penalty.

On the same day Arias was convicted,
Crisantos Moroyoqui-Yocupicio pleaded
guilty to second-degree murder, and a
Maricopa County Superior Court judge
sentenced him to 14 years in prison. In
2010, Moroyoqui-Yocupicio, a reputed
member of a Mexican drug cartel,
murdered an associate who had stolen
from him, and then cut his head off. 

A month later, Douglas Ray George
beat and stabbed his girlfriend to death 

LIFE VS. DEATH IN MURDER CASES

Pursuing the death penalty is
sole discretion of prosecutors
MICHAEL KIEFER
THE REPUBLIC i AZCENTRAL.COM

See DEATH PENALTY, Page A18

I
n a Tempe church on a Wednesday evening in
December, a Phoenix lawyer listened as two of his
fellow congregants asked for advice.

They wanted to pursue a legal issue, an
important one in their lives, and they needed to

find someone to represent them.
The lawyer, a senior partner in a Biltmore district

firm, promised to think about it, maybe come up with a
name or two of lawyers with experience in the field.
After a few days, he returned with one name: his own. 

Within a month, that lawyer, Shawn Aiken, filed a
lawsuit with the names of those two men, Joe Connolly
and Terry Pochert, in federal court. The suit challenged
Arizona’s ban on same-sex marriage. 

Connolly and Pochert had been together since 1995,
and married legally in California in 2008. They wanted
their union recognized in the state they called home. 

In the months that followed, six other couples would
join the case. Another lawsuit would also challenge the
ban. 

GAY MARRIAGE IN ARIZONA
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Robin (far right) and Renee Reece, one of the couples in the lawsuit challenging Arizona’s gay-marriage ban, record Krista Castillo (left) and Ellie Sauter’s wedding Saturday.
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Lives changed in an instant

It was a long road for the seven couples who challenged 
Arizona’s ban on same-sex marriage, but the wait is finally over

See GAY MARRIAGE, Page A8

More coverage

Weddings: A day after the historic
ruling, gay couples legally marry at

Phoenix Rainbows Festival. A10

Religious perspective: At Valley
churches, pastors and worshipers speak

out about the changes. A9

Online: More stories, photos and video
on the end of Arizona’s gay-marriage

ban, at politics.azcentral.com.

A sovereignty issue: Is
Proposition 122 a solid
plan to protect Arizona
from federal overreach,
or is it an unconstitutional
power grab? A6

Indian schools in crisis:
U.S.-owned schools on
Indian reservations are in
dire need. Arizona and
the Southwest, A23

ALSO

Red Planet’s red alert: A
mountain-sized comet is
expected to narrowly miss
Mars today, a closer shave
than Earth is ever known
to have faced. B1

AZCENTRAL SPORTS

ASU gets some revenge against 2013
nemesis Stanford, stymieing the
Cardinal 26-10 in Tempe. C1
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